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Abstract

In previous work, we described a Bayesian network
model for integrating spatial and/or motion cues to infer
intermediate-level visual representations [2]. The model
demonstrates how a locally connected network with nodes
restricted to local observations can integrate visual cues for
inferring scene properties. The focus of this model was
on network level computation and isomorphisms with cortical circuits (e.g. columnar architecture, lateral connectivity,
population responses, etc). However in this previous model
the network nodes do not represent individual neurons and
thus it is difficult to relate their responses and implied representations to those of real cortical neurons.
Recently, Rao has described a recurrent integrate-andfire cortical network which can carry out Bayesian inference
[9]. He suggests that neural activities may represent logposterior probabilities and that recurrent connectivity captures the transition probabilities between states. In this paper we use this framework to implement a columnar-based
neural circuit composed of integrate-and-fire neurons capable of inferring the direction-of-figure (DOF) in static twodimensional scenes.

Several theories of early visual perception hypothesize neural circuits that are responsible for assigning ownership
of an object’s occluding contour to a region which represents the “figure”. Previously, we presented a Bayesian network model which integrates multiple cues and uses belief
propagation to infer direction of figure (DOF) along an object’s occluding contour [2]. In this paper, we use a linear
integrate-and-fire model to demonstrate how such inference
mechanisms could be carried out in a biologically realistic
neural circuit. The circuit, modeled after the network proposed by Rao [9], maps the membrane potentials of individual neurons to log probabilities and uses recurrent connections to represent transition probabilities. The network’s
“perception” of DOF is demonstrated for several examples,
including perceptually ambiguous figures, with results qualitatively consistent with human perception.

1. Introduction
Perception requires that we infer the hidden properties (or
states) of the visual scene – i.e. interpret object motion
and discriminate figure-ground. The sensory input from
the world, however, is inherently noisy, incomplete and ambiguous. Hidden scene properties are unlikely to be specified uniquely by a single state value, rather they are more
likely to be represented by a set of possible states together
with a “certainty” of each state. This naturally leads to
a probabilistic representation and the machinery of probabilistic inference. In fact, it has been suggested that populations of neurons may represent and estimate probability distributions [1, 8, 14] and many researchers have formulated
various aspects of human visual processing within the context of a probabilistic or Bayesian framework [4, 6, 7, 15].
In addition, numerous examples showing how Bayesian
modeling can account for a variety of motion illusions [13],
inference of figure-ground [12] and integration of form and
motion cues for motion segmentation [11] provide strong
evidence that visual integration processes are naturally defined within a Bayesian framework.

2. Inferring Direction of Figure
2.1 Network Architecture
DOF is a local representation of the ownership of an object’s occluding boundary by the region which represents
the object’s surface [10]. It has been suggested that contour
ownership is assigned at early stages of visual processing
[10] and, in fact, it has been reported that more than half of
the neurons in visual areas V2 and V4 are selective to contour ownership [16]. In our present computational framework, we consider the assignment of DOF as a probabilistic
inference problem, with DOF being a hidden state variable
that is not directly observed but can be inferred from local
observations and information propagation via lateral connections.
Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of the recurrent network for inferring DOF. The computational unit in the network simulates a cortical hypercolumn. Hypercolumns are
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2.2 Bayesian Inference in a Recurrent
Integrate-and-Fire Neural Circuit
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We implement the columnar architecture in Fig. 1 using
integrate-and-fire neurons. Let u be the vector of feedforward input firing rates with synaptic weights specified
by a matrix W, and v be the vector of output firing rates of
the recurrently connected neurons with recurrent synaptic
weights specified by a matrix M. Then the firing rate dynamics in a linear recurrent network model can be described
as τ dv
dt = −v + Wu + Mv [3]. By discretizing this equation, vit , the output firing rate of the i-th component of v at
time t can be computed as follows:
X
mij vjt−1
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where  is an integration constant, wi is the i-th row vector
of W, and mij = Mij for i 6= j and mii = 1 + (Mij − 1)
[9].
Let us now consider Bayesian inference in a hidden
Markov model. By applying Bayes’ rule and marginalization, the posterior probability of a hidden state xi at time t
given a set of previous observations y 1 , . . . , yt can be computed recursively:

visual scene
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Figure 1: Architecture of the recurrent network model for
inferring DOF. Information related to contour orientation
and curvature is processed (via connections A, representing inputs from aggregate fields) by columns of orientation selective neurons resulting in spatial cue information
that serves as the feed-forward input to DOF selective cells
(via connections B). The network propagates local DOF
estimates through recurrent connections (D) and integrates
them until convergence. Competition exists between sets of
DOF cells in the same column (via connections C).
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Then the posterior probability in the log domain is defined
as follows:
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organized laminarly and although the majority of neural
connections are within columns through the layers, there exist lateral, long-range connections between sets of columns,
giving rise to complex, modulatory neuronal responses [5].
In Fig. 1, the recurrent connections represent the lateral
connections between columns in the superficial layers.

j

Comparing equation (1) and equation (2), it has been
shown that the recurrent integrate-and-fire network computation can implement Bayesian inference [9]. The output
firing rate, weighted feed-forward input, and the recurrent
term in equation (1) correspond to the log-posterior, loglikelihood, and the log of prior multiplied by the transition
probabilities in equation (2) respectively:

In the network, convexity and proximity/similarity cues
are computed based on the local contour orientation passed
through feed-forward and lateral connections (see [2] for
details). This forms the feed-forward input to the neurons
selective to DOF. There are two possible directions of figure
at each location that are defined relative to the local orientation (tangent) of the contour. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the
DOF selective neurons form two separate chains that locally
compete with one another. The DOF is inferred by propagating and integrating local estimates based on the firing
rate dynamics of the individual integrate-and-fire neurons.
The firing rate of the DOF units can be interpreted as the
certainty of the contour ownership in the given direction.
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The recurrent weights are computed by approximating the
log of sums with the sum of logs using a randomly selected
2
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Figure 2: Posterior probabilities estimated by the DOF
columnar network, shown for t=2,10 and 20 iterations,
given the occluding contour shown on the left. Posterior
probabilities are shown only for the neurons encoding the
“correct” DOF. Indicated on the contour are indices indicating the neurons representing the DOF at the given spatial location – these indices map to those in the figures on
the right. Initially, the posterior probabilities are near 0.5,
indicating uncertainty in the DOF. After 20 iterations the
network converges, with high certainty for all neurons encoding the correct DOF direction.
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Figure 3: Integrate-and-fire columnar circuit captures the
ambiguity in figure-ground perception via the posterior
probabilities in the DOF. Left: spiral figures in which (top)
figure-ground discrimination is ambiguous unless serially
tracing the contour, (middle) correct discrimination of figure can be made immediately, and (bottom) increasing spiral width as it winds toward the center generates an incorrect perception of figure. Right: network estimates of the
posterior probabilities for neurons encoding the “correct”
DOF. Neurons are numbered based on indices shown on the
spirals (only a subset of indices shown). For the top spiral, the posterior probabilities for the center of the spiral
are approximately 0.5, indicating ambiguity in the DOF. In
contrast, the low posterior probabilities for the central part
of bottom spiral indicate a strong “incorrect” perception in
this area of the figure. The certainty for the correct DOF in
the middle spiral is very high for all locations along the contour, and in addition, the convergence rate is faster for this
stimulus compared to the other two spirals (t=15 vs t=60).

probability distribution zjt , which plays the role of a prior at
time t:
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The normalization constant log k is implemented so as to
represent global recurrent inhibition.

3. Simulation Results
We apply the recurrent integrate-and-fire columnar model
to several static two-dimensional figures, demonstrating its
ability to infer DOF. For all the simulations presented in this
section, the feed-forward weights and transition probabilities are Gaussians centered at a given spatial location. Recurrent weights are estimated from the Gaussian transition
probabilities so as to minimize the squared error in equation
(3), as described in [9]. Also, instead of plotting neuronal
firing rates (rectified versions of the log posterior), we plot
the corresponding posterior probabilities (which are more
or less directly proportional to the firing rates).
Fig. 2 (left) shows an occluding contour for an arbitrarily shaped object, along with sampling points on the contour, representing the spatial locations of the columns in the
network. Shown on the right are the posterior probabilities in the network for three points in time (t=2,10 and 20).
Only those neurons which encode the “correct” DOF are
shown (i.e. the posterior probability of the competing DOF
neuron at each location is not shown). The initial DOF estimates indicate rather low certainty, as indicated by posterior

probabilities around 0.5, since only local information (i.e.
contour convexity) is available. However after several iterations (t=20) and propagation of activity via recurrent connections, the network quickly converges to the correct DOF,
with the resulting posterior probabilities reflecting high certainty in all locations. The valleys in the middle plot correspond to the concave areas of the object contour. Because
of the strong concave forward inputs, it takes more time to
converge to the correct direction around those areas.
There are several classic examples in which discriminating figure from ground is not immediately clear. The top
and bottom spiral figures shown in Fig. 3 are such exam3
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